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ABSTRACT: The capability of controlling the phase of the nonlinear
polarization of media is vital for nonlinear optical beam shaping. Achieving this
control over nonlinear phase manipulation on the nanoscale facilitates modern
on-chip photonic integration of nonlinear beam shaping. Plasmonic
metasurfaces with thickness down to tens of nanometers can be used to
provide the continuous local phases of the nonlinear polarization via the spin-
rotation coupling of light, but they still suffer from low conversion efficiency
and high absorption loss. Concomitantly, the thickness of dielectric
metasurfaces cannot be brought down to a scale lower than hundreds of
nanometers. In that context, transition metal dichalcogenide (TMD)
monolayers with atomic thickness are known to have high nonlinear
conversion efficiency. With that hindsight, here we explain how to manipulate
the local phase of the nonlinear polarization from the rotated WS2 monolayer
crystals. To verify the theoretical prediction, we also experimentally
demonstrate the nonlinear generation of Hermite−Gaussian beams at second-harmonic frequencies via the binary phase
manipulation on the patterned WS2 monolayer crystals. Moreover, the deterministic control over the polarization state of the
generated nonlinear beam is demonstrated due to the crystal symmetry properties of the TMD monolayer. Our results not only
provide a further understanding of light−matter interactions on the atomic scale but also pave the way toward the integration of
atomically thin TMD devices into future photonic circuits for optical communication, quantum memory, and computing devices.
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Optical beam shaping plays an important role in tailoring
how light interacts with matter, where optical frequency,

polarization state, orbital angular momentum, intensity, and
phase profiles of the optical beam can be precisely controlled
and manipulated. Optical beam shaping in the linear optical
regime has been widely used for various applications such as
optical communication,1 optical tweezers,2−4 and micros-
copy.5,6 In contrast with its linear counterpart, nonlinear
beam shaping provides a compact way to perform frequency
conversion and wavefront manipulation at the same time,
where the converted frequency is envisioned as an extra degree
of freedom for encoding information in the field of optical
communication and information security.
Most nonlinear beam-shaping techniques rely on the

modulation of the local phase of the nonlinear polarizability
in such a way that the generated nonlinear wave interferes
inside the material during its generation and propagation
processes. To achieve efficient nonlinear beam conversion, it is
imperative to have continuous control over the local phase of
the nonlinear polarization without changing the linear optical
properties of the material because induced changes in the real
and imaginary parts of the refractive index of the material can
affect the generation and propagation properties of the

nonlinear beam. Realizing this on the nanoscale enables on-
chip photonic integration of the nonlinear devices. Nonlinear
metasurfaces have been considered as the most promising
platform to address the challenge of reducing the device
thickness down to the subwavelength scale. Metasurfaces
consist of only a single layer of plasmonic or dielectric
nanostructures known as meta-atoms.7−12 The concept of spin-
rotation coupling of light is employed to engineer the local
phase of the nonlinear polarizability so that spatially variant
geometric phases in the generated nonlinear light across the
interface of the metasurface can be obtained by selectively
rotating each of the meta-atoms. Over the years, different
nonlinear optical processes such as second-harmonic gen-
eration (SHG), third-harmonic generation (THG), and four-
wave mixing in various types of plasmonic metasurfaces have
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been demonstrated for flat lens imaging,13 the generation of
vortex beams and other optical beams,14−16 optical holog-
raphy,17,18 and optical cryptography.16 Although the thickness
of plasmonic metasurfaces is as low as tens of nanometers, one
major drawback is that the operating wavelength is totally
dependent on the plasmonic resonance of the meta-atoms, and
thus a broadband operation is not possible. Apart from this,
low conversion efficiency, high absorption loss, and a small
laser damage threshold are the major hindrances for their
practical use. Similar approaches with dielectric metasurfaces,
on the contrary, show significantly higher conversion
efficiency, but the device thickness is on the order of hundreds
of nanometers, which makes it hard to reach the deep
subwavelength scale due to the fundamental constraints
imposed by the Mie scattering.19−22

Recently, atomically thin nonlinear holograms using
transition metal dichalcogenide (TMD) monolayers have
been demonstrated, where nonlinear beam shaping at SHG
wavelengths has been achieved.23,24 High nonlinear conversion
efficiency,25 low absorption loss, and easy interfacing on the
nanoscale26 make the TMD monolayers ideal candidates for
building on-chip nonlinear optical devices. The atomically thin
TMD monolayers bring the device thickness down to the
subnanometer scale, which is orders of magnitude lower than
the thicknesses of nonlinear metasurfaces previously demon-
strated. However, in these previous works,23,24 phase and
amplitude information on the desired optical beam is encoded
into the binary amplitude patterns of the computer-generated
hologram, without the direct modulation of the local phase
profile of nonlinear material, which limits the spatial resolution
of the generated beam. Motivated by that, here we show how
to control the local phase of the nonlinear polarization from
the TMD monolayer crystals by selective rotation of the
crystals. The binary nonlinear phase modulations of 0 and π
are generated from the monolayer crystals oriented along θ = 0
and 60° to realize the nonlinear generation of Hermite−
Gaussian (HG) beams at the SHG wavelength from the
patterned WS2 monolayer crystals. The phase information on
the desired wavefront is coded on the rotated WS2 monolayer
crystals, which are patterned by focused ion beam milling, and
the corresponding beam at the SHG wavelength is produced at
the Fourier plane in the far-field. Moreover, we demonstrate
the deterministic control over the polarization state of the
generated nonlinear beams, which is resulted from the crystal
symmetry properties of TMD monolayer. Our results not only
provide a better understanding of the nonlinear light−matter
interactions in TMD monolayers but also can be harnessed to
realize integrated nonlinear optical devices of subnanometer
scale thickness for secured information transmission, high-
density optical storage, and ultrathin displays.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We start by considering a WS2 monolayer crystal where the
crystal axes are rotated by an angle θ from the axes of the
laboratory frame. Figure 1a shows a schematic top view of the
hexagonal crystal structure of the WS2 monolayer, where the
yellow spheres represent the vertically separated layers of the S
atoms and the blue spheres indicate the W atoms. Here the
armchair direction of the WS2 monolayer is oriented along the
x′ axis, whereas the zigzag direction comprising the broken
reflection symmetry is along the y′ axis. The crystals’ reference
axes (x′, y′) are rotated by an angle θ with respect to the
laboratory frame axes (x, y). Now we consider an incident

circularly polarized fundamental beam propagating along the z
direction through the WS2 monolayer (Figure 1b). The
continuous control of the nonlinear phases was first
demonstrated by Li et al.7 in plasmonic metasurfaces. The
electric field of the fundamental beam at the angular frequency

ω is expressed as σ σ⃗ = ̂ + ̂
ω

E E e i e( ) ( )/ 2x y
( )

0 , where σ = ±1
represents left- or right-handed circular polarization (LCP or
RCP) and ex̂ and eŷ are the unit vectors along the x and y
directions, respectively. Therefore, the local effective nth-order
nonlinear polarization induced in the WS2 monolayer can be
expressed as

θ σ χ θ σ⃗ = ϵ · ⃡ · ⃗ω ω ω
P E( , ) ( ) ( ( ))

n n n( )
0

( ) ( )
(1)

where ϵ0 is the free-space electric permittivity and χ⃡(nω)(θ)
denotes the nth-order nonlinear susceptibility tensor of the
WS2 crystal at the crystal orientation angle θ. Because the WS2
monolayer crystal has only subnanometer thickness, it can be
assumed that the induced nonlinear polarization lies in the
crystal plane and can be further decomposed into two in-plane
counter-rotating components as P⃗(nω)(θ, +σ) and P⃗(nω)(θ, −σ),
where +σ and −σ signify the rotation directions of nonlinear
polarization components that are corotating and counter-
rotating to those of the incident circular polarization,
respectively. Because of the rotation of the crystal axis, the
incident light acquires a spin-dependent geometric phase via
spin-rotation coupling.7 Therefore, the electric field of the
fundamental beam E⃗L

(ω)(θ, σ) in the crystal’s local coordinate
(x′, y′) can be written as E⃗(ω)(σ)·eiσθ. Because the local
coordinate is fixed with respect to the crystal axes at θ = 0°, the
nth-order nonlinear susceptibility of the WS2 monolayer crystal
in the local frame is simply χ⃡0

(nω) = χ⃡(nω) (θ = 0°). Thus the nth-
order nonlinear polarization in the local frame (x′, y′) is given
by

θ σ χ σ⃗ = ϵ · ⃡ · ⃗ ·ω ω ω σθP E( , ) ( ( )) e
n n n in

L
( )

0 0
( ) ( )

(2)

Again, the induced nonlinear polarization can be written as a
superposition of two in-plane counter-rotating components in
the local frame as P⃗L

(nω)(θ, +σ) ∝ einσθ and P⃗L
(nω)(θ, −σ) ∝ einσθ.

Finally, by transforming from the local frame (x′, y′) back to

Figure 1. Illustration of the nonlinear geometric phase control for SH
emission. (a) Schematic top view of the crystal structure of the WS2
monolayer. The crystal’s armchair and zigzag directions are indicated
as x′ and y′ axes in the local frame. The crystal axes are rotated by an
angle θ with respect to the laboratory frame (x, y). (b) Illustration of
the SH emission from the rotated WS2 monolayer having the acquired
nonlinear geometric phase of 3σθ under the opposite circular
polarization to that of the fundamental beam. The inset shows the
schematic of the interband valley optical selection rule for SHG in the
WS2 monolayer.
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Figure 2. Nonlinear generation of the second-harmonic HG10 beam. (a) Effective phase profile of SH emission required for the generation of the
HG10 beam. (b) Schematic view of two WS2 monolayer crystals oriented along θ = 0° and θ = 60°, which induce the nonlinear geometric phase
shifts of 0 and π in the SHG response, respectively. (c) Reflection microscope image of the WS2 monolayer structure, where two single crystals with
opposite armchair orientations are formed naturally right next to each other during the CVD growth. (d) Bright-field transmission microscope
image showing the SH emission from the illuminated area of the WS2 monolayer structure excited by the fundamental beam at λ = 900 nm. Scale
bar is 20 μm. The fundamental beam has a symmetric Gaussian profile. (e) Zoomed-in dark field image of SH emission at the sample plane from
the illuminated area of the WS2 monolayer structure when the background white light is turned off. Scale bar is 10 μm. (f) Polarization-resolved far-
field images of the generated HG10 beam at the SH wavelength of 450 nm excited by the LCP fundamental beam. (g) Polarization-resolved far-field
SH images in the case of the RCP fundamental excitation. (h) Far-field SH images of the generated HG10 beam in the case of the LP excitation
along the x direction. LPx and LPy represent the linear polarization along the x and y directions, respectively. (i) Theoretically calculated beam
profile of an ideal HG10 beam. (j) Colormap reproduction of the generated HG10 beam. (k) Measured intensity line profile of the generated HG10
beam (black data points) and calculated intensity line profile of the ideal HG10 beam (red solid curve).
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the laboratory frame (x, y), the nonlinear polarization
components take the form of7

θ σ θ σ

θ σ θ σ

⃗ + = ⃗ + · ∝

⃗ − = ⃗ − · ∝

ω ω σθ σθ

ω ω σθ σθ

− −

+

P P

P P

( , ) ( , ) e e

( , ) ( , ) e e

n n i i n

n n i i n

( )
L
( ) ( 1)

( )
L
( ) ( 1)

(3)

Now, the electric field of the nth-order harmonic generation
can be expressed as E⃗(nω) ∝ P⃗(nω). Hence the nth-order
harmonic emission contains two circularly polarized compo-
nents with different nonlinear geometric phases depending on
the rotation angle of the crystal, where E⃗(nω)(θ, +σ) with the
same circular polarization as the fundamental beam has the
phase of (n − 1)σθ, whereas E⃗(nω)(θ, −σ) with the opposite
circular polarization exhibits the phase of (n + 1)σθ. However,
on the basis of the rotational symmetry of the crystal and the
order of the harmonic generation, either one or both of the
circular polarization components can be present.
The WS2 monolayer belongs to the D3h crystal group with

three-fold rotational symmetry. Under the excitation from a
circularly polarized fundamental beam, a spin-flipped SHG is
observed in any conventional nonlinear crystals with three-fold
rotational symmetry. Such circular polarization SHG selection
rule arises from the rotational symmetry requirement of the
crystal for the conservation of total angular momentum during
the photon−lattice interaction, where the lattice supplies the
extra angular momentum to the second-harmonic (SH)
photons. However, in the WS2 monolayer, like any other
TMD monolayers under two-photon fundamental excitation
above the band gap, the SHG selection rule is valley-
dependent. The presence of strong spin−orbit coupling in
the WS2 monolayer results in the formation of energy-
degenerate valleys in momentum space at the corners of the
first Brillouin zone (and points). The fact that these
inequivalent valleys (K and K′) are composed of opposite
spin states leads to the selective absorption or emission of the
LCP or RCP photons.27,28 Thereby, the SHG selection rule is
modified by introducing the valley angular momentum (VAM)
and can be written as29,30

σ τΔ = Δ + = ±N N3 ( 1) (4)

where Δσ signifies the change in the circular polarization state
of photons, Δτ is the change in the valley quantum number,
and the term 3N represents the change in the lattice angular
momentum due to the three-fold rotational symmetry of the
crystal. The electronic transition from the valence band to the
conduction band in the K or K′ valley requires a −1ℏ or +1ℏ
change in the angular momentum. If we consider a SHG
process under LCP excitation (σ = +1), then the absorption of
two fundamental photons in the K valley causes a +2ℏ change
in spin angular momentum and an excess angular momentum
of +3ℏ in the crystal lattice. Thus the resulting SH photon is
emitted with the opposite circular polarization state (σ = −1).
A schematic of the underlying mechanism is shown in the inset
of Figure 1b. Similarly, under time reversal, the absorption of
two RCP fundamental photons at K′ valley results in the
emission of one LCP SH photon. Therefore, the emitted SH
photons from the WS2 monolayer with the crystal rotation
angle θ will only acquire the nonlinear geometric phase of 3σθ
with the opposite circular polarization of −σ, as illustrated in
Figure 1b. By gradually varying the crystal rotation angle θ, the
continuous-phase manipulation of the SH emission covering
the whole range from 0 to 2π will be achieved for nonlinear

beam-shaping applications. In the case of the linearly polarized
(LP) excitation, the incident electric field of the fundamental
beam can be represented in the circular polarization basis as
E⃗(ω) = |Ẽ(ω)(σ = +1)|e ̂+1 + |Ẽ(ω)(σ = −1)|e ̂−1, where
̂ = ̂ ± ̂±e e ie( )x y1

1
2

are the unit vectors and Ẽ(ω)(σ = +1) and

Ẽ(ω)(σ = −1) are the corresponding light fields of the LCP and
RCP components, respectively. Because the SH emission from
the WS2 monolayer is spin-flipped, it is clear that the acquired
nonlinear geometric phase of the SH electric field under
linearly polarized fundamental excitation will again be 3θ for
the crystal orientation angle θ.
To verify the theoretical predictions, at first, a simple

example of nonlinear beam shaping with binary phase
manipulation rather than continuous-phase manipulation is
demonstrated through the generation of the first-order
Hermite−Gaussian (HG10) beam. To produce the SH beam
at the far-field, the required phase information needs to be
encoded into the converted SH photons from the nonlinear
structure. By exciting the nonlinear structure with a
fundamental Gaussian beam, the SH HG10 beam can be
generated from the following phase profile in the SH
response31

ϕ
π

=
∈

∈ −
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x
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( , )
0 0,

2

0,
2 (5)

where a is the diameter of the illuminating Gaussian pump
beam. Figure 2a shows the required binary phase profile for the
generation of the SH HG10 beam. The zero geometric phase
shift in the SH emission is induced when the armchair axis of
the WS2 monolayer crystal is oriented along the x direction.
(See Figure 2b.) As the armchair axis of the crystal is rotated
by an angle θ = π

3
, the geometric phase acquired by the SH

photons is ϕ = π (Figure 2b). Hence, the required phase
profile shown in Figure 2a can be obtained by arranging two
identical monolayer crystals with the orientation angles 0° and
60° right next to each other. In the experiment, the WS2
monolayer triangles grown on c-cut (001) sapphire substrate
by the low-pressure chemical vapor deposition (CVD) (2D
semiconductors) are used. Figure 2c shows the reflection
optical microscope image of the WS2 monolayer structure
consisting of two oppositely oriented crystals, which are
arranged side by side during the CVD growth. Figure 2d is a
bright-field transmission microscope image showing the SH
emission from the illuminated area of the WS2 monolayer
structure when it is excited with a fundamental Gaussian beam
of wavelength λ = 900 nm. An appropriate optical bandpass
filter allowing the SH wavelength of 450 nm and blocking the
fundamental wavelength is inserted in front of the imaging
charge-coupled device (CCD) camera while capturing the
image. A zoomed-in dark-field image of the SH emission is
presented in Figure 2e. The absence of an SHG signal at the
grain boundary of two crystals is due to the destructive
interference of the SHG fields generated from the neighboring
single crystals with the 0 and π phases.32 To acquire the SH
images, the pump power is set at 5 mW, and the beam spot size
is 20 μm. The generated SH beam profile in the far field is
characterized using a Fourier microscopy system (see the
Methods for the details of the system) for different
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combinations of input and output polarizations. Figure 2f
shows that the generated SH HG10 beam is RCP polarized
when the WS2 monolayer structure is excited with the LCP
fundamental Gaussian beam, whereas Figure 2g shows that the
opposite scenario is observed in the case of the RCP
fundamental beam excitation. Figure 2h shows that the
generated SH HG10 beam has the same linear polarization as
the fundamental beam polarized along the x direction. All of
these results are in agreement with the theoretical predictions.
To further characterize the generated HG10 beam, we compare
the measured beam profile with the theoretical calculation. The
intensity profile of an ideal HG10 beam can be expressed as

I10(x,y) ∝ · · · · − +
Ä

Ç
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ

É

Ö
ÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑ( )( )( )E H H expw

w z
x

w z
y

w z
x y
w z0 ( ) 1

2
( ) 0

2
( ) ( )

2
0

2 2

2 , where

E0 is the field amplitude, w0 is the waist radius, w(z) is the
waist radius at which the field amplitudes fall to 1/e of their
axial values, and Hm(u) is the mth-order Hermite polynomial.
Figure 2i shows the theoretically calculated 2D intensity profile
of an ideal HG10 beam. In Figure 2j, the measured HG10 beam
shown in Figure 2f is reproduced with the same colormap as
Figure 2i, where it can be seen that the experimental beam
profile is close to the calculated one. Figure 2k further plots the
measured line profile of the generated HG10 beam, which
agrees well with the calculated line profile of ideal HG10 beam.
Next, the idea of the binary phase manipulation is further

extended to design a phase-modulation-based nonlinear beam-
shaping device using the patterned WS2 monolayer crystals by
demonstrating the generation of the SH HG11 beam. A
nonlinear medium illuminated with a Gaussian fundamental

beam can generate an SH HG11 beam if the SH emission can
acquire the phase profile given by31
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As shown in Figure 3, the required phase profile (Figure 3c)
can be designed by combining two separate binary patterns
containing the phase modulations of ϕ(x, y) = 0 (Figure 3a)
and ϕ(x, y) = π (Figure 3b). Thereby, the nonlinear structure
can be formed by patterning two individual WS2 triangles with
appropriate orientation angles and transferring the patterns all
together. The step-by-step nanofabrication process to make the
final combined WS2 monolayer patterns is illustrated in Figure
3d. First, the sapphire substrate with the CVD-grown WS2
monolayer crystals is cut into two pieces. Then, the binary
pattern representing the phase modulation of ϕ(x, y) = 0
(Figure 3a) is patterned on a monolayer crystal oriented along
θ = 0° on one piece of sapphire substrate using focused ion
beam (FIB) milling, while the complementary binary pattern
with ϕ(x, y) = π (Figure 3b) is written on a monolayer crystal
oriented along θ = 60° on the other piece of sapphire substrate.
More details of the FIB milling are included in the Methods
section. The binary pattern with the phase modulation of ϕ(x,
y) = 0 is first transferred onto a glass substrate following a
polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA)-assisted transfer meth-

Figure 3. Preparation of the patterned WS2 monolayer crystals with binary phase modulation for the generation of the HG11 beam. Two individual
binary patterns representing the phase modulations of (a) ϕ = 0 and (b) ϕ = π are combined to form the final pattern (c) with the required phase
profile to generate the HG11 beam. (d) Schematic illustration of the step-by-step nanofabrication process to make the final combined WS2
monolayer patterns.
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od.33,34 After spin coating PMMA (950 kDa) on the WS2
monolayer sample, it is heated to 130° for 2 min. Polymer
strips at the edge of the sample are then scratched out using a
blade to facilitate smooth lift-off. Next, the sample is immersed
in 3 M potassium chloride (KOH) solution and kept at 50 °C
for 1.5 to 2 h. After sapphire etching by KOH, the PMMA film
containing the patterned WS2 crystal is washed with deionized
(DI) water two times for 10 min at each step to remove the
residual KOH. Then, the PMMA film is fished out of the DI
water with a glass slide and placed on a hot plate at 100 °C for
10 min. Once the film dries up and the crystals have strong
adhesion to the glass substrate, the PMMA is removed by
immersing the sample in acetone at 50 °C temperature for 30
min. Finally the sample is rinsed with DI water and isopropyl
alcohol (IPA) to remove residual acetone and dried up by
flowing N2 gas on it. Figure 4a displays a reflection microscope
image of a patterned WS2 monolayer crystal with the
orientation angle θ = 0° after transferring it on the glass
substrate, representing the phase modulation of ϕ(x, y) = 0.
Next, the complementary binary pattern with the phase

modulation of ϕ(x, y) = π is transferred onto a PMMA film
from the other piece of sapphire substrate following the same
KOH etching steps. The PMMA-WS2 film is flipped upside
down and transferred onto a piece of a polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) film that is placed on a glass slide. After drying up the
sample by blowing N2 gas on it, the final transfer step is
performed. Figure 4b gives a reflection microscope image of
the patterned WS2 monolayer crystal with the rotation angle θ
= 60° transferred on the PMMA film, giving ϕ(x, y) = π phase
modulation. Now, the receiving WS2 crystal on the glass
substrate shown in Figure 4a is placed in a Petri dish that is

attached to an xyz-translation stage. A second xyz stage is used
to hold the other glass slide containing the PMMA-WS2 film
on PDMS. Once these two patterned WS2 crystals are properly
aligned with the help of an optical microscope, two glass
substrates approach each other until they touch. To ensure
proper adhesion, the lower glass substrate is heated to 80−100
°C using a Peltier heating module. Acetone is then slowly
poured into the Petri dish while keeping the pressure from the
top glass substrate intact. When the acetone slowly penetrates
through the PDMS and starts dissolving PMMA, a successful
transfer is confirmed immediately after the two translation
stages are slowly detached. The sample is kept in acetone for
another 20 min to ensure the complete removal of PMMA.
Finally, the sample is again rinsed with DI water and IPA, and
dried with N2 gas. Figure 4c shows the reflection microscope
image of the final combined WS2 monolayer pattern on the
glass substrate after the completion of the entire fabrication
process. To efficiently fabricate the patterned structures with
continuous phase control, precision nanopositioning systems
can be further utilized to achieve the precise alignment control
of multiple patterned monolayers with different crystal rotation
angles. Another potential approach could be the direct growth
of monolayer crystals with spatially controlled crystal axis
orientations.
Figure 4d displays the captured transmission microscope

image of the SH emission from the final combined WS2
monolayer pattern excited by the fundamental beam at the
wavelength of λ = 900 nm, with the beam spot size of 20 μm
and the incident pump power of 5 mW. Figure 4e plots the
SHG spectrum from the final combined pattern showing an
intensity peak at 450 nm that is exactly half of the fundamental

Figure 4. Second-harmonic generation of the HG11 beam. (a) Reflection microscope image of the patterned WS2 monolayer triangle oriented along
θ = 0° on a glass substrate, representing the ϕ = 0 phase modulation. (b) Reflection image of the patterned WS2 monolayer triangle oriented along
θ = 60° on the PDMS−PMMA film, representing the ϕ = π phase modulation. (c) Reflection image of the final combined WS2 monolayer pattern
on a glass substrate to generate the HG11 beam after completion of the transfer process. (d) Transmission microscope image of the SH emission
from the final combined pattern at the fundamental wavelength of 900 nm. Scale bars are 10 μm. (e) SHG spectrum from the final combined
pattern at the fundamental wavelength of 900 nm. (f) Double log-scale plot of the measured average SH power from the final combined pattern as a
function of the average incident pump power at 900 nm excitation. (g) Evolution of the average SH power as a function of the SH wavelength with
the incident pump power of 5 mW. (h−k) Far-field SH images of the generated HG11 beam at the SH wavelengths of 415, 450, 500, and 520 nm,
respectively.
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wavelength. The SH emission is characterized in Figure 4f by
plotting the log−log variation of the collected SHG signal as a
function of the incident pump power at 900 nm excitation. The
power scaling of the SHG follows the expected quadratic
dependence very well. The broadband operation is further
demonstrated for the SH wavelength range between 400 and
520 nm. The evolution of SH power as a function of SH
wavelength is plotted in Figure 4g, with the beam spot size of
20 μm and the pump power of 5 mW. The conversion
efficiency (CE) of nonlinear beam generation can be assessed
by the ratio of the average SH power and the average pump
power. The maximum CE of 2.6 × 10−7 is obtained at the SH
wavelength of 415 nm. Figure 4h−k shows the far-field SH
images of the generated HG11 beam at SH wavelengths of 415,
450, 500, and 520 nm, respectively.
Furthermore, the dependence of the polarization properties

of the generated SH HG11 beam on the various polarization
states of the fundamental beam is investigated. An arbitrarily
polarized fundamental beam can be represented as a linear
superposition of the LCP and RCP components as

σ σ⃗ = | ̃ = + | ̂ + | ̃ = − | ̂
ω ω θ ω θ+

+
−

−E E e E e( 1) e ( 1) ei i( ) ( )
1

( )
1

p p

(7)

where θp is the azimuthal angle of the polarization plane with
respect to the armchair axis of the WS2 monolayer crystal. The
armchair axis corresponds to the mirror symmetry of the
crystal that has three-fold rotational symmetry, so that a 60°
rotation in the crystal will give the opposite armchair direction.
Hence, θp is the same for both of the patterned WS2 monolayer

crystals with rotation angles of θ = 0° and θ = 60°. The
ellipticity of the fundamental beam polarization can be given as

ϵ = σ σ

σ σ

| ̃ = − | − | ̃ = + |

| ̃ = − | + | ̃ = + |

ω ω

ω ω
E E

E E

( ( 1) ( 1) )

( ( 1) ( 1) )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )
. The SH electric field is then

written as
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+
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0
(2 ) ( ) 2 2

1
( ) 2 2

1
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Therefore, the polarization orientation θ2ω of the SH beam
becomes

θ θ= −ω 22 p (9)

whereas the ellipticity of the SH beam is

σ σ

σ σ
ϵ = | ̃ = + | − | ̃ = − |

| ̃ = + | + | ̃ = − |
= − ϵ

+ ϵω

ω ω

ω ω
E E

E E

( 1) ( 1)

( 1) ( 1)

2
12

( ) 2 ( ) 2

( ) 2 ( ) 2 2

(10)

It is clear that in the case of the linearly polarized fundamental
excitation (ϵ = 0), the generated SH beam is also linearly
polarized, and the polarization orientation θ2ω of the SH beam
can be controlled by the linear polarization angle θp of the
fundamental beam while keeping the amplitude of the SHG
signal constant. However, in the case of the elliptically
polarized fundamental excitation (ϵ ≠ 0), apart from
controlling the polarization parameters, the intensity of the
SH beam can also be modulated. The relation between the
intensity of the SH beam and the ellipticity of the fundamental
beam can be given as

Figure 5. Dependence the intensity and polarization state of the generated SH HG11 beam on the polarization state of the fundamental beam. (a)
Polar plot of the parallel (black) and perpendicular (red) components along with the total (blue) intensity of the generated SH HG11 beam as a
function of the linear polarization angle of the fundamental beam. (b) Evolution of the linear polarization angle of the SH HG11 beam as a function
of that of the fundamental beam. (c) Plot of the intensity of the SH HG11 beam as a function of the QWP angle. (d) Evolution of the ellipticity of
the SH HG11 beam as a function of the ellipticity of the fundamental beam. (e) Far-field SH images of the generated HG11 beam for different
combinations of the incident pump polarization and the output SH polarization, manifesting the nonlinear polarization selection rule. LPx and LPy
represent the linear polarization along the x and y directions, respectively.
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∝ + ϵω −I (1 sin (2 tan ))(2 ) 2 1 (11)

The evolution of the intensity of the SH HG11 beam as a
function of the linear polarization angle θp of the fundamental
beam is plotted in the blue curve in Figure 5a, where the
polarization of the incident beam is changed using a rotating
half-wave plate. It is evident that the intensity of the SH beam
remains almost the same for any incident linear polarization
angle. The black and red curves in Figure 5a show the
dependence of the parallel and perpendicular components of
the SH HG11 beam as a function of the incident linear
polarization angle θp, respectively. These results indicate that
the generated SH HG11 beam is linearly polarized. To confirm
the prediction of eq 9, the ellipticity ϵ2ω and polarization
orientation θ2ω of the SH HG11 beam are also determined for
different linear polarization angles θp of the fundament
excitation by measuring the Stokes parameters of the SH
signal as S0 = |Ex

(2ω)|2 + |Ey
(2ω)|2, S1 = |Ex

(2ω)|2 − |Ey
(2ω)|2, S2 =

2Re[Ex
(2ω)Ey

(2ω)], and S3 = −2Im[Ex
(2ω)Ey

(2ω)]. The ellipticity and
polarization orientation of the SH beam are then obtained as

ϵ =ω
−( )tan sin S

S2
1
2

1 3

0
and θ =ω

−tan S
S2

1
2

1 2

1
, respectively.

Figure 5b plots the variation of the measured polarization
angle of the generated SH HG11 beam as a function of the
linear polarization angle of the pump beam, where the relation
of θ2ω = −2θp is clearly observed. Moreover, the influence of
the elliptical polarization of the fundamental beam on the
polarization state of the SH HG11 beam is verified. Figure 5c
characterizes the dependence of the SH intensity on the
ellipticity of the fundamental beam. The desired incident
elliptical polarization is obtained by placing a linear polarizer
along the x axis (θp = 0°) and a rotating quarter-wave plate
(QWP). Depending on the rotation angle β of the fast axis of
the QWP with respect to the linear polarizer, the ellipticity of
the fundamental beam is determined by ϵ = tan β, where the
fundamental beam varies from being linearly polarized for β =
0° + m·90° to circularly polarized for β = 45° + m·90°. The
observed nearly doubled intensity of the generated SH HG11
beam under circularly polarized excitation compared with that
of the linearly polarized excitation is in good agreement with
the theoretical prediction of eq 11. The ellipticity ϵ2ω of the SH
HG11 beam is then measured as a function of the ellipticity ϵ of
the fundamental beam. Note that ϵ is gradually varied from −1
to +1 by changing β from −45 to +45°, which signify the RCP
and LCP, respectively. As shown in Figure 5d, the measured
ϵ2ω always has the opposite sign to that of ϵ, which is
consistent with the theoretical prediction from eq 10. The
slight deviation of the experimental data from the theoretical
calculation may be attributed to the slight misalignments of the
monolayer patterns during the nanofabrication process. In
Figure 5e, the far-field SH images of the generated HG11 beam
for different combinations of the incident pump polarization
and the output SH polarization further demonstrate the
deterministic control over the polarization states of the SH
beam and manifest the nonlinear polarization selection rule in
the patterned WS2 monolayer crystals.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have introduced nonlinear phase manipulation
for the SH emission from the WS2 monolayer crystals through
spin-rotation coupling, where the continuous nonlinear
geometric phase of the SH response can be precisely controlled
by rotating the crystal axis with the specified angle. We validate

the concept by demonstrating the binary phase modulation
consisting of the nonlinear phases 0 and π on the patterned
WS2 monolayer crystals for the nonlinear generation of the
HG10 and HG11 beams at the SH frequency. The conversion
efficiency of nonlinear beam generation is notably higher than
that of the previously reported nonlinear plasmonic meta-
surfaces. Furthermore, we show that the rotational symmetry
associated with the TMD monolayer provides deterministic
control over the output polarization state of the generated SH
beam. Unlike the conventional nonlinear crystals and
metasurfaces, the valley dependence of the circular polarization
SHG selection rule on the TMD monolayers makes the SHG
signal immune to the presence of the impurity, defects, and
phonon scattering. Moreover, the gradual rotation of the TMD
monolayer crystal over an interface will provide continuous
control over the nonlinear geometric phase covering the entire
range from 0 to 2π for other complex nonlinear beam-shaping
and holographic imaging applications. In general, our concept
of the nonlinear phase manipulation from the WS2 monolayer
can be further extended to other TMDs and other types of 2D
materials for not only the SHG process but also the third-
harmonic and high-harmonic generations. The TMD mono-
layers enable the thickness of nonlinear optical devices down
to the subnanometer scale, which is orders of magnitude lower
than the thicknesses of the previously reported nonlinear
metasurfaces. Our work can be harnessed to build atomically
thin integrated on-chip photonic and quantum devices used for
optical communications, quantum information processing,
optical data security and storage, and ultrathin displays.

■ METHODS
Sample Preparation. The single-crystal WS2 monolayer

triangles are grown on c-cut (0001) sapphire substrate by low-
pressure CVD (2D Semiconductors). The binary patterns on
the WS2 monolayer are etched by focused ion beam milling
(FEI Helios Nanolab 600, Ga+ source, 30 kV, 1.5 pA). The
dose, dwell time, and astigmatism of the Ga+ ion beam are
optimized to maximize the ion milling accuracy and minimize
the Ga+ ion contamination to the WS2 monolayer. The
detailed step-by-step nanofabrication process to make the final
combined WS2 monolayer patterns is illustrated in Figure 3.

Optical Setup. A femtosecond laser pulse at the
fundamental wavelength from a tunable Ti:Sapphire oscillator
(Coherent Chameleon, wavelength range 690−1040 nm,
repetition rate 80 MHz, pulse width <100 fs) goes through a
linear polarizer and a half-wave plate or a quarter-wave plate
and then focuses on the WS2 monolayer pattern with a 4×
objective lens (NA = 0.12). The SH emission from the WS2
monolayer pattern is collected by a 20× objective (NA = 0.42).
After transmitting through a short-pass filter to block the
transmitted fundamental laser beam, the SH images are
recorded in either k-space or real space with a color CCD
camera. For the spectral characterization, the transmitted SH
emission is routed toward a spectrometer (iHR520, Jobin
Yvon). To characterize the polarization state of the SH
emission, another quarter-wave plate and linear polarizer set is
inserted in front of the CCD camera to measure the Stokes
parameters.
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